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Magnetic nanoparticles-based microfludic sensing system for genotyping, CTC measurement and 
therapeutic monitoring
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Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

Magnetic nanoparticles own unique Giant Magnetic Resistant (GMR) and giant magnetic Impedance (GMI) effects, how to 
employ fully two kinds of effects to solve disease diagnosis and therapeutic problems has become our concerns. Herein, 

the main advances of magnetic nanoparticles and microfludic chips-based sensing systems applied for virus genotyping, 
circulation tumor cell detection, as well as therapeutic monitoring in our group in recent years have been reviewed. We 
established scale controlled synthesis methods of magnetic nanoparticles; using MEMS techniques to prepare microfludic 
chips, integrating loop-mediated isothermal amplification and GMR sensors, realized the HBV and HPV quick gene typing. We 
also designed and prepared GMI-based microfludic system, and realized CTC capturing and quantification, we also designed 
and prepared other sensing system to realize the therapeutic effect monitoring. These prepared microfludic sensing systems 
own great potential applications in clinical tumor early diagnosis and biomedical engineering in near future.
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